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Summation 
I would like to thank the members and Committee of the German Shepherd Dog Club of Victoria for the 
invitation to judge the 2021 State Breed Exhibition (SBE). I would also like to thank Ian Urie, Show Manger 
and Cristine Begbie, Show Secretary and members of Show Committee for their kind hospitality and 
consideration. I also thank my team in the tent Barbara Blythe, Judith Strahan and Sharon Hargreaves. A 
special thanks to Jacinta Poole who continues to provided photographic history of all our shows - this is not 
only appreciated by officiating judges but many exhibitors as well. 
 
The event was very well set up and conducted; congratulations to all who contributed to its success! 
 
Unlike previous years, this year saw the appointment of one judge. I have always believed, in light of falling 
entries over the years that this was the logical path to take, as the fraternity receives breed direction based 
on the judge’s observation and judgements of all classes. 
 
The entry of 86 was slightly up on the 2019 SBE entry (77). Absentees were low, however it was noticeable 
that a number of exhibitors for whatever reasons did not enter. This phenomena is what killed off the Main 
Breed Exhibition. It is most important that the whole fraternity supports the SBE: in the end, as it is my 
opinion that is where the breed sits at the moment. The opinion is not binding on anyone and in reality 
does not influence other judges to follow it. 
 
We must remember that the sole purpose of every dog show is for judges to give breed direction. 
 
The main feature of this event is the Sires Progeny and noting the 2020 & 2021 GSDCA National GSD Show 
& Trial were cancelled due to COVID, it was pleasing that we were able to observe 2 of the 3 eligible groups 
present their progeny. 
 
The statistics as presented, are as of 29 March 2021. I thank Frank Moody, GSDCA Database Officer for 
providing this as well as data for Open Class males as exhibited. 
 
Sires Progeny:  
 
*UK Champion Conbhairean Freddie a ED: Excellent. 
Line Breeding: Larus von Batu: 4-4) 

• Released from Quarantine: March 2017 

• ANKC registered progeny: 374 

• GSDCA HD Classified: 64 

• GSDCA ED: Classified: 64  

• GSDCA Breed Survey: 31 
 
Sire not present: This is the second time that Freddie has presented a group at this SBE. Last time (2018) 
was when I too judged the Open Classes. A group of 13 animals were eligible with 2 males and 6 females 
from 8 dams in Open to Puppy Classes presented. 
 
The Group has developed from what was a very promising group to one that does not disappoint. 
 



What is evident is the consolidation of type and overall very good construction. The group is very father 
typical, and there is clear distinction between the sexes. They are large to very large well-proportioned 
animals with overall very good firmness. The warnings as given before still stand, namely ear set should 
closer, the stability of the hindquarter which should be firmer, length and lay of upper arm and the croup. . 
The consolidation of type can be further considered if due concern is taken with regard to the warnings as 
given.  
 
*Chili Della Valcuvia (Imp Italy), a (It) , ED (It), Excellent 
Linebreeding: Furbo degli Achei (3-4,4), Vegas Du Haut Mansard (4-3), Quenn Loher Weg ( 4,4-5,5-5) 

• Released from Quarantine: July 2020 

• ANKC registered progeny: 86 

• Progeny too young to participate in GSDCA schemes. 
 
Sire not present: Firstly, it must be noted that the group as presented consisted of animals from Baby 
Puppy, Minor Puppy and from 6 Dams. 
 
This very young group is father typical and representative of the paternal father Ulkan v. Maikhaus and 
grandfather of the Landos v Quartier Latin. Having seen both these dogs and their progeny in Italy and 
Germany, it is pleasing that Chili is able to produce.  
 
I ask all to please note: The commentary as offered is as a result of the age of the progeny presented, quite 
basic. No doubt as the group ages more definitive observations can be made. 
 
The group as presented sees animals with much presence, they are very well coloured and pigmented, they 
move well and show a willingness to work. The major concern is the stability of the hindquarter and some 
stepping cow hocked behind with very loose hocks. The sire offers much promise, however the stability of 
the hindquarter must be taken into account when considering this dog in your breeding plan. I highly 
recommended that further line breeding to Vegas v Haut Mansard is avoided. I look forward to seeing this 
very good group develop and presented in the future. 
 
I have added comment to the critique of exhibits as presented in the Open Class. As has always been in my 
case, the awarding of the Excellent Merit was not taken lightly: The criteria I have applied is as before- the 
animal must be of desired type, high quality and have the potential in my opinion to further consolidate the 
breed through its pedigree or its progeny. 
 
The variance of type in the SC variety is of concern and the result of using imported dogs over the last 5 
years is that whist some have consolidated type, there has been a compounding the problems of over 
angulated hindquarters, short steep upper arms and croups. There must be greater awareness of what 
each dog has the potential to offer. Breeders must research and in particular take note of the dog’s mother 
line. 
 
It must be noted that the quality and type of the LSC variety has since its acceptance for breeding continues 
to excel. No doubt the ability of the enthusiast to further consolidate with a high degree of predictability is 
in the main due to a number of Bloodlines producing.  
 
In closing I again thank the exhibitors who supported this year’s event and again and again I would call of 
the show fraternity to exhibit your animals regardless of who is judging. Without full representation it is 
hard for such an even to be truly useful. 
 
Kindest regards, 
Vincenzo Tantaro 
 
  



Cat Place Grad Exhibit 

BABY PUPPY BITCH - LONG STOCK COAT 
  
501 1 VP AIMSWAY ALLEE 13/11/2020 2100554353  Sire: Django Vom Team Panoniansee 

(Imp Bel) Dam: Aimsway Homespun Brd: Mr J & Mrs L Martens Exh: Mrs C Cheffirs 
400453728 
Y:0 M:5 D:26   

504 2 VP VANHARLEY YVE ST LAURENT GIRL (AI) 30/11/2020 3100421240  Sire: Xander 
Vom Grabfeldgau (Imp Deu) Dam: Vanharley Intrige "A" "Z" Brd: M/S D.M. Colson 
Exh: M/S D.M.Colson 
Y:0 M:5 D:9   

503 3 VP LORDAVO ONE OF A KIND (AI) 26/11/2020 3100420631  Sire: Lenny Vom Team 
Armada (Imp Grc) Dam: Lordavo Midnight Fantasy Brd: Exh Exh: D & L Organ 
Y:0 M:5 D:13   

505 4 VP GABMALU HANNE 20/01/2021 2100558672  Sire: Cinderhof Vandaal Dam: 
Gabmalu Echo (Ai) Brd: Mrs M Hornick & Miss R Hornick Exh: Ms M Rovetto 
Y:0 M:3 D:19   

506 5 P AZINCOURT DAVINAA CLAIRE 27/01/2021 2100558328  Sire: * Ch. Siobahn Greyt 
Impact (Ai) Dam: Ch Lindenelm Fancy Tickled Pink Brd: A & S Bird Exh: Miss C Bird 
Y:0 M:3 D:12   

507 6 P AZINCOURT MISS DIOR 27/01/2021 2100558327  Sire: * Ch. Siobahn Greyt Impact 
(Ai) Dam: Ch Lindenelm Fancy Tickled Pink Brd: A & S Bird Exh: Miss C Bird 
Y:0 M:3 D:12  :    

MINOR PUPPY BITCH - LONG STOCK COAT 
 
508 1 P BODECKA OOH LA LA (AI) 11/10/2020 3100418427  Sire: Chili Della Valcuvia Dam: 

Bodecka Mayhem Brd: Exh Exh: Jenny Joseph 
Y:0 M:6 D:28  Medium size, strong substantial bitch of very good colour and good 
pigment and of good type. Strong but still feminine head, eye colour should be 
darker. Normal wither, short steep croup. Very well developed fore and 
underchest for her age. Deep hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front, steps 
close behind, hocks should be much firmer, elbows should be firmer. In movement 
shows good ground cover, good reach, the hocks in particular should be much 
firmer. 

509 2 P KENJJA DUST MEANT TO BE 24/10/2020 3100420820  Sire: Eroica Jethro Al Dam: 
Ch Maadrica Anya Rn Brd: Dianne Cameron Exh: Mrs D & Mr R Cameron 
Y:0 M:6 D:15  Large, just medium strong bitch of good type. Very good colour and 
pigment. Stands correct in front. Very good head, under jaw should be firmer,  
feminine expression, eye colour should be darker. Very good length of neck normal 
wither. Firm back, short steep croup. Well developed fore and short underchest. 
Good fore, deep hindquarter angulation. The upper arm should be longer. Steps 
cow hocked behind, hocks and elbows should be much firmer. In movement shows 
good ground cover but the reach should be freer. Good drive, the hocks should be 
much firmer. 

PUPPY BITCH - LONG STOCK COAT 
 
511 1 VP CRYTARA WILD N WOOLLY SOXX (AI) 06/07/2020 2100543166  Sire: Gavin Vom 

Hasenborn Ger. Ad. Ger. Bh. (Imp Nld) Dam: Ch. Kelinpark Icing On The Cake Td. 
Brd: Mrs C Shayler & Ms J Cathie Exh: Ms M Rovetto 
Y:0 M:10 D:2  Large, strong, substantial, very well coloured and pigmented bitch of 
very good type. Strong but still feminine head, very good expression, the ear set 
should be closer, desired dark masking and eye colour. Very good length of neck, 
high wither, firm back. Welll moulded croup. Stands not quiet correct in front. Very 
good fore and good underchest. Very good fore and slightly deep hindquarter 
angulation. Steps correct behind, hocks and elbows should still be firmer. In 



movement shows very good ground cover with a very good reach and powerfull 
drive. 

512 2 P GEWALT MAUREEN THE MINK 28/07/2020 5100120157  Sire: Xander Vom 
Grabfeldgau Dam: Kaperville Journey Way Brd: Gewalt Kennels Exh: Nicole Sullivan 
Y:0 M:9 D:11  Large, medium strong, very well coloured bitch of good type. Strong 
but still feminine head, very good masking, underjaw should be stronger and eye 
colour darker, good expression, very good length of neck, normal wither, slight rise 
over back line. Short steep croup. Stands east west. Well developed fore and short 
underchest. She has good fore and very good hind quarter angulation. The upper 
arm should be much longer. Steps narrow front and rear, elbows should be much 
firmer. In movement shows good ground cover where the reach should be much 
freer, falls on the forehand.  

JUNIOR BITCH - LONG STOCK COAT 
  
513 1 VG EROICA NOVA 22/12/2019 5100116338  Sire: Hornet Box Dog Ipo2 Dam: Eroica 

Duchess Of York Brd: Miss K Leonard Exh: Miss J Bird Miss C Bird Miss K Leonard 
Y:1 M:4 D:17  Height/Depth of Chest:   61/27. Very large, medium strong, very well 
coloured and pigmented bitch of very good type. Feminine expressive head, 
slightly round eyes, very good expression. Ideally the foreface could still be 
stronger. Very good length of neck, high wither, firm back, slightly short, steep 
croup. Stands correct in front. Well developed forechest, short underchest. Has 
good fore and deep hind quarter angulation.Steps narrow and cow hocked behind. 
Elbows should be much stronger as with the hocks. In movement shows very good 
reach, powerful drive where the hocks should be much firmer. 

514 2 VG JARVINIA RAZZLE DAZZLE AZ 18/03/2020 3100407079  Sire: Beautrae Xfactor 
Dam: Stobar Yalina Brd: Jarvinia Kennels Exh: Narelle Cullen 
Y:1 M:1 D:21  Height/Depth of Chest: 61/27  Very large, medium strong, well 
coloured and pigmented bitch of very good type. Feminine head, foreface should 
be stronger, good expression. Very good length of neck, high wither, firm back, 
slightly short but well moulded croup. Stands not correct in front. Well developed 
fore and short underchest, has good fore and slightly deep hind quarter 
angulation. Steps narrow front and rear. Elbows should be much firmer. In 
movement shows far reaching powerful gait. 

INTERMEDIATE BITCH - LONG STOCK COAT 
  
515 1 VG *LORDAVO DARK ANGEL AZ 21/05/2019 3100392402  Sire: Karabach Night Force 

Dam: Lordavo Midnight Fantasy Brd: Exh Exh: D & L Organ 
Y:1 M:11 D:18  Height/Depth of Chest:   61.5/28 Oversize, just medium strong, well 
coloured and pigmented bitch of very good type. Strong but still feminine head, 
very good expression, very good strength of foreface. Very good length of neck, 
high wither, slightly short steep croup. Stands not quiet correct in front. Very good 
fore and slightly short underchest. She has good fore and very good hind quarter 
angulation .The upper arm should be longer and better angled. Steps narrow front 
and rear. Hocks and elbows should be firmer. In movement shows very good 
ground cover, very good reach, powerful drive and a high witherline. She is dry and 
firm but shown out of coat. 

516 2 VG SANNJESA REMEMBER ME  AZ 12/07/2019 3100395504  Sire: Conbhairean 
Freddie Dam: Sannjesa Queen Of Diamonds Brd: Mr S Mase Exh: Paul Stynes 
Y:1 M:9 D:27  Height/Depth of Chest:   62/29 Oversize. Strong substantial well 
coloured and pigmented bitch of very good type. Feminine with still strong head, 
very good expresion. Very good length of neck, high wither, well moulded croup. 
Well developed fore and slightly short underchest. Has good fore and deep hind 
quarter angulation. Steps cow hocked behind, hocks and elbows should be much 
firmer. In movement shows far reaching powerful gait where the hocks and back 
should be much firmer. Presented in somewhat heavy condition. 



BABY PUPPY DOG - LONG STOCK COAT 
  
519 1 VP BODECKA QUIZ MASTER (AI) 29/01/2021 3100423770  Sire: Ch. Bodecka 

Grandslam Dam: Bodecka Mystique Brd: Jenny Joseph Exh: Kahlia Davies 
Y:0 M:3 D:10   

518 2 P CHRISTAARN I’M IT 23/11/2020 3100419742  Sire: Beautrae Xfactor Dam: 
Dienamic Miss Kirrah Brd: Tina Camm Exh: Ms J Murray 
Y:0 M:5 D:16   

MINOR PUPPY DOG - LONG STOCK COAT 
 
520 1 P AMDAK HASHTAG BEAU 18/09/2020 4100345508  Sire: Eroica Ice Ice Baby Dam: 

Amdak Fudge Me Sideways Brd: Amdak Kennels Exh: Lori Huysman 
Y:0 M:7 D:21  Medium size, medium strong dog of very good type. Very good head, 
underjaw should be stronger. Good expression, eye colour could still be darker. 
High wither. Slightly short steep croup. Stands correct in front. Over developed 
forechest for his age. Good underchest, very good fore and very deep hind quarter 
angulation. Steps narrow front and rear, hocks and elbows should be much firmer. 
In movement shows good ground cover where the reach and drive in particular 
should be more powerfull. Falls on the forehand. Presented in a somewhat heavy 
condition.  

JUNIOR DOG - LONG STOCK COAT 
 
521 1 VG JARVINIA FIELDS OF GOLD 18/03/2020 3100407078  Sire: Beautrae Xfactor Dam: 

Ch Stobar Yalina Brd: Narelle Cullen Exh: Charlotte Lumley 
Y:1 M:1 D:21  Height/Depth of Chest:  65.5/29 Very large, strong, substantial, well 
coloured and pigmented dog of very good type. Strong, masculine, desired 
strength of foreface, very good expression enhanced by dark eyes and masking. 
Slightly short neck. High wither, firm back. Short steep croup. Stands correct in 
front with very good fore and slightly short underchest. Very good fore and very 
good hind quarter angulation. Steps narrow front and rear. Good firmness of hock 
joints. In movement shows very good reach, the drive could still be more powerful. 
A dog that impresses with his absolute masculinity.  

    
BABY PUPPY BITCH - STOCK COAT 
  
526 1 VP WILLMAURS GIDJET GIRL 30/12/2020 3100422193  Sire: Willmaurs Romford 

Reggie Dam: Stobar Carlotte Brd: Mr W & Mrs M Goodwin Exh: Mr. W. & Mrs. M. 
Goodwin 
Y:0 M:4 D:9   

522 2 VP JAYSHELL VILLANELLE 11/11/2020 3100421045  Sire: *Uhlmsdorf Jack Black A,Z 
Dam: *Jayshell Saffire A,Z Brd: N Mcdermott Exh: P & N Mcdermott 
Y:0 M:5 D:28   

524 3 VP AIMSWAY APRIL 13/11/2020 2100554354  Sire: Django Vom Team Panoniansee 
Dam: Aimsway Homespun Brd: Exh Exh: J & L Martens 
Y:0 M:5 D:26   

525 4 VP JAYSHELL WATUSI 21/11/2020 3100421048  Sire: *Chili Della Valcuvia (Imp Uk) 
A,Ed Dam: *Ch. Jayshell Kenzie A,Z Brd: N Mcdermott Exh: P & N Mcdermott 
Y:0 M:5 D:18   

523 5 VP BINDZIVA DIAMONDS AND PEARLS (AI) 11/11/2020 3100419746  Sire: Xander 
Vom Grabfeldgau Dam: Jayshell Touchee (Ai) Td. Brd: Exh Exh: Mrs R Snijders 
Y:0 M:5 D:28   

528 6 VP CRIFE CHILI PEPPER 13/01/2021 3100423437  Sire: *Chili Della Valcuvia (Imp Uk) 
Dam: *Karabach Philadelphia Brd: Exh Exh: Mr C & Mrs F Mcphan 
Y:0 M:3 D:26   



529 7 VP BODECKA QUIZ (AI) 29/01/2021 3100423771  Sire: Ch. Bodecka Grandslam Dam: 
Bodecka Mystique Brd: Exh Exh: Jenny Joseph 
Y:0 M:3 D:10   

527 8 P AWATEA VEEREE INTERESTING 10/01/2021 3100425783  Sire: Dingo Di Casa Mary 
Dam: Ch Troumdorf Gimme A Kiss Brd: Exh Exh: Frank Grigons 
Y:0 M:3 D:29   

MINOR PUPPY BITCH - STOCK COAT 
 
532 1 VP FREINHAUF NIGELLA 25/09/2020 6100125436  Sire: Chili Della Valcuvia (Imp Ity) 

Dam: Freinhauf Elle Mcpherson Brd: Kr, Rt & Ca Knuckey Exh: Mr K R & Mrs R T & 
Mr Ca Knuckey 
Y:0 M:7 D:14  Large, medium strong ,well pigmented bitch of very good type. 
Strong but still feminine head, very good expression enhanced by dark mask, eye 
could be darker. Very good length of neck. High wither, firm back, slightly short but 
well moulded croup. Stands correct in front. Very good fore and underchest 
development for her age, has good fore and very good hind quarter angulation. 
Steps narrow behind, hocks and elbows should be firmer. In movement shows very 
good ground cover where the reach should be freer and the hocks firmer. 

533 2 VP BODECKA OUT OF CONTROL 11/10/2020 3100418426  Sire: Chili Della Valcuvia 
Dam: Bodecka Mayhem Brd: Jenny Joseph Exh: Aaron Robinson / Jenny Joseph 
Y:0 M:6 D:28  Above medium size, strong, substantial, well coloured and 
pigmented bitch of very good type. Strong but still feminine head, very good 
expression. Very good length of neck. High wither, firm back, well moulded croup. 
Stands not quiet correct in front. Very good fore and underchest, very good fore 
slightly deep hind quarter angulation. Steps cow hocked behind. Hocks and elbows 
should be much firmer. In movement shows far reaching, powerful gait where 
hocks in particular should be much firmer. 

534 3 VP SCHAEFERHUND MILLIE 15/10/2020 3100417362  Sire: Chili Della Valcuvia Dam: 
Schaeferhund Quinta Brd: I Bohdal Exh: I. Bohdal 
Y:0 M:6 D:24  Above medium size, strong, substantial, well coloured and 
pigmented bitch of very good type. Strong but still feminine head with very good 
expression, enhanced by dark eyes and masking. Slightly close ear set. Very good 
length of neck. High wither, firm back, slightly short but well moulded croup. 
Stands close in front. Very good fore and hind quarter angulation. Very good fore 
and underchest. Steps cow hocked, hocks should be much firmer. In movement 
shows very good ground cover where the drive could still be more powerful and 
the hocks much firmer. 

531 4 VP BRONACRE INDIAN SUMMER KNIGHT (AI) 12/09/2020 3100415837  Sire: Ch. 
Hasenway Wild Knight Et Dam: Bronace Blue Ice Brd: Bronacre Kennels Exh: Mrs E 
Neale & Miss V Mcginty & Mr P Neale 
Y:0 M:7 D:27  Medium size, medium strong, well pigmented bitch of good type. 
Feminine, expressive head, eye colour should be darker. Slightly short neck. 
Normal wither, firm back, slightly short well moulded croup. Stands not quiet 
correct in front. Well developed fore and underchest, good fore and very good 
hind quarter angulation. Steps narrow behind, hocks and elbows should be firmer. 
In movement shows very good ground cover where the reach could still be freer. 
Falls slightly on the forehand, presented in somewhat heavy condition. 

530 5 P BOZEEB ZSA ZSA GABOR 05/09/2020 3100414988  Sire: Riddick Vom Demina Hof 
Imp Srb Dam: Bozeeb Xtra Hot Brd: Exh Exh: Mr S And Mrs J Jordan 
Y:0 M:8 D:3  Large, strong, substantial well coloured and pigmented bitch of very 
good type. Strong but still feminine head, desired dark masking with very good 
expression, ear set should be closer. Slightly short neck, normal wither, slight rise 
over topline. Short steep croup. Stands not quiet correct in front. Good fore and 
short underchest.  Good fore and deep hind quarter angulation. Steps narrow in 
front and rear, hocks and elbows should be firmer. In movement shows good 



ground cover where the reach should be freer and the hocks much firmer. Falls 
slightly on the forehand. 

PUPPY BITCH - STOCK COAT 
 
536 1 VP SHEBELLE TINKERBELL 15/06/2020 3100411756  Sire: Uk Ch Conbhairean Freddie 

(Imp Uk) Dam: Grand Ch. Schaeferhund Balleena Cd Rn Et Brd: Exh Exh: Shebelle 
Kennels 
Y:0 M:10 D:24  Medium size, medium strong, slightly elongated bitch of good type. 
Feminine expressive head, foreface could still be stronger, very good expression, 
desired dark masking, eye colour should be darker. Very good length of neck. 
Normal wither, slightly short, well moulded croup. Stands correct in front with well 
developed fore and underchest. Good fore and very good hind quarter angulation. 
Steps narrow front and rear, hocks and elbows should be firmer. In movement 
shows good ground cover where reach should be freer and the drive more 
powerful, falls slightly on the forehand. 

537 2 P DENARGUN FORTY WINKS 29/07/2020 3100414214  Sire: Conbhairean Freddie 
Dam: Denargun Tayka Siester Brd: Exh Exh: A. Leverett 
Y:0 M:9 D:10  Large, strong, substantial bitch of very good type. Strong head, 
feminine expression, eye colour should be darker. Very good length of neck, high 
wither, firm back slightly short but well moulded croup. Stands correct in front 
with well developed fore and underchest. Good fore, slightly deep hind quarter 
angulation. Steps correct front and rear. In movement shows good ground cover 
where reach and drive should be more effective, falls slightly on the forehand. 

JUNIOR BITCH - STOCK COAT 
  
542 1 VG VANHARLEY XANDRAH 20/03/2020 3100407934  Sire: Jayshell Nebraska Dam: 

Vanharley Red Summer Rain Brd: M/S D.M. Colson Exh: M/S D.M.Colson 
Y:1 M:1 D:19  Height/Depth of Chest:  58.5/27.  Above medium size, strong, 
substantial well coloured bitch of very good type.  Feminine expressive head, good 
head with very good expression. Very good length of neck, high withers, firm back, 
slightly short but well moulded croup.  Stands correct in front. Very good fore and 
short underchest. Good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Steps 
slightly cow hocked and narrow behind. Elbows and hocks should be firmer. 
Movement shows very good ground cover where the reach should still be freer.  

541 2 VG STARKHUND STRAIGHT OUTA HELL 30/01/2020 3100406120  Sire: 
*Ch.Schaeferhund Xesko.  Dam: *Arristar Lyka Bat Outa Hell Brd: Exh Exh: Mrs A & 
Mr J Barr 
Y:1 M:3 D:9  Height/Depth of Chest:  58.5/27.  Double P1 Upper Left.  
Above medium size, just medium strong, slightly elongated bitch of good type. 
Feminine expressive head. Desired dark masking and eye colour. Underjaw should 
still be stronger.Very good length of neck. Normal withers, well moulded croup. 
Stands correct in front. Has good fore and underchest development. Good fore and 
very good hindquarter angulation. Steps narrow behind. Hocks and elbows should 
be firmer. In movement shows good ground cover where the reach should be 
much freer and the back firmer.   

538 3 VG BRONACRE ICE ICE MAGIC (AI) 09/12/2019 3100402954  Sire: Ch.Hasenway Wild 
Knight Dam: Bronacre Blue Ice Brd: Bronacre Kennels Exh: Rhonda Davison 
Y:1 M:4 D:30  Height/Depth of Chest: 56/27.5. 
Large, medium strong, substantial bitch with good pigment, ideally her colour 
should be darker. Feminine expressive head. Eye colour should be darker and the 
underjaw stronger. Very good length of neck. High wither, firm back, slightly short 
but well moulded croup. Stands not quite correct in front. Pasterns should be 
firmer. Well-developed fore and underchest.  Good fore and slightly deep 
hindquarter angulation. Steps correct front and rear.  Elbows should be firmer. 
Movement shows very good ground cover where the reach could still be freer.  



544 4 VG KAMUNYAK LYRIC 03/05/2020 3100409692  Sire: Xander Vom Grabfeldgau (Imp 
Deu) Dam: Volscain Akira Brd: Kamunyak Exh: C. Anderson 

Y:1 M:0 D:5  Height/Depth of Chest: 60/28.  Large, medium strong, bitch of good 
type, strong but still feminine head. Eye colour should be darker. Good length of 
neck. Normal withers, slight rise in topline. Slightly short steep croup. Stands 
correct in front. Pasterns should be firmer. Very good fore and good underchest. 
Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation.  Steps narrow behind. Hocks and 
elbows should be much firmer. Movement shows good ground cover where the 
reach should be freer and the drive more powerful.   

539 5 VG VANHARLEY VALDA 28/12/2019 3100404178  Sire: *Gewalt Tennessee Drummer 
(Ai) "A" "Z" Dam: Vanharley Take By Storm "A" "Z" Brd: M/S D.M. Colson Exh: M/S 
D.M.Colson 
Y:1 M:4 D:11  Height/Depth of Chest:   61.5/30.  Oversize, medium strong, very well 
coloured pigment of very good type. Feminine head, very good expression. Eye 
colour should be darker and the underjaw stronger. Very good length of neck. Firm 
back, slightly short but well moulded croup. Stands not quite correct in front.  Very 
good fore and underchest. Has good fore and very good hindquarter 
angulation.Steps slightly narrow behind.  Shows very good reach where the drive 
could still be more powerful.  

543 6 VG LEILAHUND COTTON CANDY SKIES 29/04/2020 3100408604  Sire: Ch. 
Schaeferhund Xesko Dam: Ch. Blakngold Crowd Goes Wild Rn. Et. Brd: Exh Exh: H 
Stocks 
Y:1 M:0 D:10  Height/Depth of Chest: 58.5/26.  Above medium size, strong, 
substantial bitch of very good type. Strong but still feminine head. Good 
expression. Eye colour should be darker and the underjaw much stronger. Very 
good length of neck, high withers, firm back, slightly short steep croup. Stands 
correct in front with good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Steps 
narrow behind, hocks and elbows should be firmer.  Movement shows good reach 
and powerful drive. 

INTERMEDIATE BITCH - STOCK COAT 
 
545 1 VG *JAYSHELL UTOPIA AZ 08/06/2019 3100394460  Sire: *Uk. Ch. Conbhairean 

Freddie A,Ed (Imp Uk) Dam: *Ch. Jayshell Kenzie A,Z Brd: N Mcdermott Exh: P & N 
Mcdermott 
Y:1 M:11 D:0  Height/Depth of Chest: 58.5 /26.5. Large, medium strong, substantial 
well pigmented bitch of very good type. Strong expressive head. Very good length 
of neck, high withers, firm back, slightly short slightly steep croup. Stands correct in 
front. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Well developed fore and 
underchest. Steps slightly cow hocked correct front.  Movement shows very good 
ground cover with powerful drive. The reach however should be freer.  

547 2 VG ASHKENWAY XABELLE AZ 26/10/2019 3100400335  Sire: Ch. Jayshell Nebraska AZ 
Dam: Fremont Love Story Az * Brd: Ivan Ashkenazi Exh: Mr. Ivan Ashkenazi 
Y:1 M:6 D:13  Height/Depth of Chest: 59/26. Double P1 upper left.  Large, just 
medium strong, well coloured and pigmented bitch of very good type. Feminine 
expressive head. Very good length of neck. Normal withers, firm back, slightly 
short steep croup. Stands not quite correct in front. Very good fore and 
underchest. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. The upper arm is 
short and steep.  Steps narrow front and rear. Elbows should be firmer.  
Movement shows very good ground cover where the drive could still be more 
powerful.   

546 3 VG *WILLMAURS ELLY MAE AZ 29/06/2019 3100394914  Sire: Uk. Ch. Conbhairean 
Freddie (Imp Uk) Dam: Stobar Carlotte Brd: Mr W & Mrs M Goodwin Exh: Mr. W. & 
Mrs. M. Goodwin Y:1 M:10 D:10  Height/Depth of Chest:  59/28.  Large, just 
medium strong very well pigmented bitch of very good type. Feminine expressive 
head. Ears are set slightly wide. Very good length of neck. High withers, short but 



well moulded croup. Stands correct in front. Very good fore and very good 
underchest. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation.  Steps narrow front 
and rear. Elbows should be firmer. Movement shows good ground cover where the 
reach should be much freer. Powerful drive.  

BABY PUPPY DOG - STOCK COAT 
 
549 1 VP JAYSHELL WIFI 21/11/2020 3100421054  Sire: * Chili Della Valcuvia (Imp Uk) A Ed 

Dam: *Ch. Jayshell Kenzie A,Z Brd: N Mcdermott Exh: P & N Mcdermott 
Y:0 M:5 D:18   

548 2 VP BINDZIVA ALL I WANT IS U (AI) 11/11/2020 3100419749  Sire: Xander Dam: 
Jayshell Touchee (Ai) Td. Brd: Exh Exh: Mrs R Snijders 
Y:0 M:5 D:28   

550 3 VP REBDON ROCH DAMASUS 11/12/2020 3100420993  Sire: Riddick Vom Demina Hof 
Dam: Awatea Mistic Foxie Brd: Rebdon Exh: Ms. J Wijaya & Mr. Kevin Wijaya 
Y:0 M:4 D:28   

MINOR PUPPY DOG - STOCK COAT 
 
551 1 P BOZEEB ZEPHYR MORNING STAR 05/09/2020 3100414985  Sire: Riddick Vom 

Demina Hof Imp Srb Dam: Bozeeb Xtra Hot Brd: Exh Exh: Mr S And Mrs J Jordan 
Y:0 M:8 D:3   Double P1 Upper Left.  Very large, just medium strong well coloured 
pigmented dog of good type. Good head, ideally the foreface and in particular the 
underjaw should be stronger. Good expression. Dark masking. Eye colour should 
be darker. Good length of neck. Normal withers, firm back, short steep croup. 
Stands not quite correct in front. Very good fore and short underchest. Good fore 
and slightly deep hindquarter angulation.  Steps narrow behind, hocks and elbows 
should be firmer. In movement shows restricted reach and drive and falls on the 
forehand.  

INTERMEDIATE DOG - STOCK COAT 
 
552 1 VG BRONACRE ROCKY ROAD A Z 22/08/2019 3100397532  Sire: Uk.Ch.Conbhairean 

Freddie (Imp.Uk) Dam: Bronacre Salted Licorice Brd: Bronacre Kennels Exh: Mr T & 
Mrs D Kennedy. Y:1 M:8 D:17  Height/Depth of Chest:  64/31. Large, medium 
strong dog of very good type. Strong masculine head. Very good expression. The 
underjaw should still be stronger. Very good length of neck. High withers, firm 
back, slightly short but well moulded croup. Well developed fore and underchest. 
Stands east west in front. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation.  Steps 
narrow front and rear.  Movement  shows far reaching powerful gait where the 
drive could still be more effective.  The dog is presented in a dry and fit condition.  

 

 
Cat Place Grad Exhibit 

OPEN BITCH - LONG STOCK COAT 
 
556 1 EXC 

Meri
t 

*LORDAVO ROYAL SYMPHONY AZ 16/11/2017 3100366330  Sire: Ch Jayshell 
Glasgow (Az) Bscii Dam: Ch Zandrac Duchess Satine Kryze Brd: Exh Exh: David & 
Lorelle Organ 
 
Linebreeding: Nil 
Y:3 M:5 D:23  Height/Depth of Chest: 60/29. Large, medium strong substantial very 
well pigmented bitch of the desired type. Expressive feminine head with very good 
expression. Desired strength of foreface. Very good length of neck. High withers, 
firm back, slightly short but well moulded croup. Stands correct in front. Very good 
fore and slightly short underchest. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation. 
Steps correct front and rear with good firmness of hocks.  Movement shows far 
reaching dynamic gait with very good reach and powerful drive maintaining a high 



wither. Off lead gaiting showed far reaching powerful dynamic movement.   A 
lively bitch of much character. 
The 2021 Victorian LSC State Seigerin was most convincing in gaining the title, she 
impressed in stance, is firm and dry, and whilst moving showed a sustained far 
reaching powerful movement maintaining her top line. She has a brother who was 
graded Excellent. 
The fact that she has no linebreeding allows her to be mated to a number of dogs 
that are equal to her in type and further consolidate the type and overall 
construction. 

555 2 EXC *CH MAADRICA ANYA AZ RN 18/08/2017 3100362767  Sire: Conbhairean Karlos 
Dam: Shaeferhund Nelke Brd: Ms H Walter & Mr J Schulz Exh: Mrs D & Mr R 
Cameron 
 
Line breeding: Nil 
Y:3 M:8 D:21  Height/Depth of Chest:  60/27.5.  Large, strong substantial well 
coloured and pigmented bitch of the desired type. Strong but still feminine head. 
Very good expression enhanced by dark masking and eye colour. Very good length 
of neck. High withers, firm back. Slightly short but well moulded croup. Well 
developed fore and underchest. Stands not correct in front. Very good fore and 
very good hindquarter angulation. Steps slightly cow hocked behind. Hocks should 
be much firmer. Shows far reaching powerful dynamic movement.  Movement 
shows far reaching powerful gait maintaining a high wither and willingness to run. 
Off lead gaiting shows far reaching powerful dynamic movement maintaining a 
high wither. A bitch of much character and willingness to work. 
This bitch impressed in stance and movement. She is dry and firm and has very 
good anatomical construction. I also congratulate her performance in the 
Obedience Trial where she gained her CCD Title. It is unfortunate that she does not 
stand correct in front and her hocks are not firmer as she was considered for the 
ExM grading. 
 The fact that she has no linebreeding allows her to be mated to a number of dogs 
that are equal to her in type and further consolidate the type and overall 
construction 
 

553 3 EXC *LORDAVO MIDNIGHT FANTASY 26/01/2017 3100353172  Sire: Ch Jayshell 
Glasgow (Az) Bscii Dam: Ch Aimsway Shaquille (Az) Brd: Mr D & Mrs L Organ Exh: 
David & Lorelle Organ 
 
Linebreeding: Nil 
Y:4 M:3 D:13  Height/Depth of Chest: 57.5/28.   Medium size, medium strong, 
richly coloured and pigmented bitch of very good type. Feminine expressive head 
where the foreface could still be stronger. Very good length of neck. High withers, 
straight firm back. Slightly short slightly steep croup. Stands correct in front. Very 
good fore and good underchest. Good fore and hindquarter angulation. Steps 
slightly narrow front and rear. Good firm hocks. Movement shows very good 
ground cover with very good reach. The drive could still be more powerful.  Off 
lead gaiting shows very good movement maintaining her wither. A bitch of much 
character.  
This bitch performed well however should have been more expansive throughout 
the movement phase 
The fact that she has no linebreeding allows her to be mated to a number of dogs 
that are able to improve on her construction and further consolidate type. 
 
 
 
 



OPEN DOG - LONG STOCK COAT 
  
558 1 EXC 

Merit 
*DENARGUN ZHIVAGO A Z 05/12/2013 3100303538  Sire: Ustinov V Romerland 
Dam: Denargun Kwacker Brd: Karen Ballantyne Exh: A. Leverett 
Y:7 M:5 D:3  Height/Depth of Chest:  6/31. Dble P1 upper right.  
 
Linebreeding: Nil 
ANKC Registered Progeny:19 
GSDCA HD: 2 
GSDCA ED: 2 
Very large, medium strong, substantial, richly coloured and pigmented dog of 
desired type. Strong masculine head, with very good expression enhanced by dark 
masking and eye colour and ear set. Ideally the eye should be more almond in 
shape. Very good length of neck. High long withers, firm back, slightly short but 
well moulded croup. Stands correct in front. Very good fore and good underchest. 
Very good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Steps correct front and rear 
with very good firmness of hock joints and elbows. Movement shows far reaching 
powerful dynamic movement maintaining a high wither.  Off lead gaiting showed 
far reaching powerful dynamic movement. A dog of much character and 
masculinity.  
At 7.5 years old this dog impresses with his masculinity, very good construction, his 
firmness and willingness to work. He impressed in all phases of movement  
He has no linebreeding and therefore can be used without restriction. His pedigree 
offers a high degree of predictability as the dam line is well established and 
defined. It is noted that he has in reality not been utilised and this baffles me, as 
he is a dog of very high quality. 
It was indeed a pleasure to judge him and award him Excellent Merit and the title 
of 2021 Victorian State LSC Seiger! 
 

559 2 Exc 
Merit 

*CH. BODECKA CASANOVA AZ 20/08/2014 3100310454  Sire: Pepe Von Der 
Zenteiche Kkl Ipo1 (Imp Deu) Dam: Bodecka Xrated 'A'z'  Bscl1 Ex Merit Brd: 
Bodecka Kennels Exh: Shaun Schembri 
 
Linebreeding: Nil 
ANKC Registered Progeny:54 
GSDCA HD: 1 
GSDCA ED: 1 
Y:6 M:8 D:19  Height/Depth of Chest:  66/29.5.  Very large, medium strong 
substantial well coloured and pigmented dog of very good type. Strong masculine 
head. Ideally the fore face could still be stronger. Very good expression enhanced 
by dark masking and eye colour. Very good length of neck. High withers, firm back, 
slightly short well moulded croup. Stands not quite correct in front. Very good fore 
and underchest. Very good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Steps 
narrow behind, hocks could still be firmer. Movement shows very good ground 
cover and reach, powerful drive. The back should remain firmer.  Off lead gaiting 
shows very good ground cover maintaining a high wither. A dog of much character 
and masculinity 
This dog impresses with his masculinity, very good construction, top and underline. 
He performed flawlessly and was most convincing in all phases of movement.  
He has no linebreeding and therefor can be used without restriction. His pedigree 
offers a high degree of predictability as the sire and dam lines are well established 
and defined. It is noted that he has limited use and this baffles as he is a dog of 
high quality and much presence. 
 
It was my pleasure to award him Excellent Merit. 



 
560 3 EXC *LENNY VOM TEAM ARMADA (IMP GRC) 31/03/2017 BEK-157042  Sire: 

Miraclevom Shepherdland (Grc) Dam: Gabana Feetback (Grc) Brd: Mr K. 
Kouloufakos Exh: David & Lorelle Organ 
 
Linebreeding:  
Blondi Feetback (5-3), Timo Ficfrutta (5-5), Quenn Loher Weg (4-5) 
Arrived August 2019 
ANKC Registered Progeny:11 
GSDCA HD: 0 
GSDCA ED: 0 
Y:4 M:1 D:8  Height/Depth of Chest: 67/32.5  Oversize, strong substantial richlyl 
coloured and pigmented dog of very good type. Strong masculine head, desired 
dark masking and eye colour enhance the expression. Very good length of neck. 
High withers, firm back, well laid and moulded croup. Stands not quite correct in 
front. Very good fore and underchest. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation. 
Steps narrow behind, hocks and elbows should be firmer. Movement shows far 
reaching dynamic gait with very good reach and powerful drive.  Off lead gaiting 
shows very good reach and powerful drive, where the wither could be held higher. 
A dog with much character   
This is a dog that I like very much. The fact that he is oversize precluded him from 
being awarded the Excellent Merit grading. 
The dog impresses with absolute masculinity and very good overall construction. 
He performed very well in all phases of movement showing a tireless willingness to 
run. 
This dog has despite his high quality had limited use. His pedigree offers a high 
degree of predictability with the only warning being due care to undertaken with 
regard to size. He presented progeny: LSC BPD 3 
 

565 4 EXC *DERHARV THE FORCE IS STRONG AZ 03/06/2018 3100377800. Sire: Karabach 
Night Force Az Dam: Kanjelese High Priestess Az Brd: Ms Hannah Kelly Exh: Ms M 
Rovetto 
 
Linebreeding: Nil 
ANKC Registered Progeny:0 
Y:2 M:11 D:5  Height/Depth of Chest: 63/29. Medium size, medium, substantial, 
strong well coloured and pigmented dog of very good type. Strong masculine head 
and very good strength of foreface. Very good expression. Desired dark masking, 
eye colour should be darker. Very good length of neck, high withers, firm back 
slightly short but well moulded croup. Stands correct in front. Well developed fore 
chest. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation.  Steps slightly narrow behind, 
hocks should be firmer. Movement shows very good ground cover with very good 
reach and powerful drive.  Off lead gaiting shows very good ground cover 
maintaining a high wither. A lively dog with much character. 
This young dog is a true medium size dog with the desired masculinity and very 
good overall construction. He mirrors his sire who was the 2019 Victorian State 
Sieger in type and presence. He performed very well in all phases of movement 
and was convincing in maintaining his position. 
He has no linebreeding and therefore can be used without restriction. He typifies 
his sire line and offers a high degree of predictability and therefore should be 
utilised. 
 
 
 



564 5 EXC *EROICA JETHRO AZ 03/05/2018 5100106043  Sire: Willas Vom Aurelisbrandt 
Dam: Vladimir Glam I Am Brd: Eroica Exh: Mr C Whitford & Mrs C Leonard 
 
Linebreeding: Zamp Thermodos (5-4) 
ANKC Registered Progeny:38 
GSDCA HD: 0 
GSDCA ED: 0 
Y:3 M:0 D:5  Height/Depth of Chest: 66.5/31. Oversize, strong, substantial very 
well coloured and pigmented dog of very good type. Strong masculine head, 
ideally the foreface should still be stronger. Very good expression, ideally the eye 
colour should be darker. Very good length of neck, high withers, well moulded 
croup. Stands not quite correct in front. Good fore and underchest. Good fore and 
slightly deep hindquarter angulation.  Steps correct front and rear where the hocks 
and elbows should be firmer. Movement shows very good ground cover where the 
reach should be freer and the overall ligamentation firmer. Off lead gaiting shows 
very good ground cover with a very balanced reach and drive. A lively dog with 
much character. 
This dog impresses in stance however he should be overall much firmer  
His pedigree offers a high degree of predictability as the dam line is well 
established and defined, however care must be exercised with regard to size. 
 

561 6 EXC *BOSSFACE GET THE PARTY STARTED AZ 25/09/2017 2100483347  Sire: Djambo 
vom Fichtenschlag Dam: Bossface Poppy Brd: Mr M &Mrs C Theris 2100036278 
Exh: Gurpreet Singh 
 
Linebreeding: Pakros d’Ulmental (4-4), Yasko Farbenspeil (5-5) 
ANKC Registered Progeny:0 
Y:3 M:7 D:14  Height/Depth of Chest: 65.5/29.  Very large, strong substantial 
slightly elongated dog of very good type. Strong masculine head, very good 
expression, the eye colour should be darker. Very good length of neck, high 
withers, firm back, slight rise in the topline. Slightly short but well moulded croup. 
Stands not quite correct in front. Well developed fore chest. Short underchest. 
Good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Steps slightly cow hocked. 
Hocks and elbows should be much firmer. Movement shows very good reach and 
powerful drive. The hocks however should be firmer. Off lead gaiting shows very 
good ground cover maintaining his wither. A lively dog with much character. 
A dog that impresses with masculinity and in stance. During the movement phases 
he should have been much firmer and expansive.  
He has no linebreeding and therefore can be used without restriction. Due regard 
to size must also be considered. 
 

562 7 EXC *JAYSHELL RICKODO AZ 31/10/2017 3100365575  Sire: Uk.Ch Conbhairean Freddie 
(Imp Uk)) Dam: *Ch Jayshell Winona Az Brd: Mrs N Mcdermott Exh: V&D Wisdom 
 
Linebreeding: Nil 
ANKC Registered Progeny:0 
Y:3 M:6 D:8  Height/Depth of Chest: 66/30. Very close incisor bite. Very large, 
strong substantial well coloured pigmented dog of very good type. Strong 
masculine head, pronounced strength of the foreface. Very good expression 
enhanced by dark masking and dark eyes. Correct ear set. Very good length of 
neck. High withers, firm back, slightly short but well moulded croup. Stands not 
correct in front. Well developed fore and good underchest. Good fore and very 
good hindquarter angulation. Steps correct front and rear.  Movement shows very 
good ground cover, very good reach and powerful drive. The back could be firmer.  



Off lead gaiting shows very good ground cover maintaining his wither.  A dog with 
much masculinity and presence. 
A dog that impressed in stance with his absolute masculinity.  
Unfortunately he was not match fit and therefore should have been more 
expansive in all phases of movement. Must be noted that his bite is on borderline 
of acceptability. 
He has no linebreeding and therefore can be used without restriction with due 
regard to his elbow grading (grade 1). His pedigree offers a high degree of 
predictability as the dam line is well established and defined. 
  

563 8 EXC *AUST CH LORDAVO ROYAL COMMANDER AZ 16/11/2017 3100366326  Sire: Ch 
Jayshell Glasgow Dam: Ch Zandrac Duchess Satine Kryze Brd: Mr D & Mrs L Organ 
Exh: Miss K E Raven 
 
Linebreeding: Nil 
ANKC Registered Progeny:0 
Y:3 M:5 D:23  Height/Depth of Chest: 65/32. Large, strong substantial richly 
pigmented and coloured dog of very good type. Strong masculine head, very good 
expression enhanced by dark eye colour. The underjaw should be much stronger. 
Very good length of neck, high withers, firm back, well moulded croup. Stands not 
quite correct in front. Well developed fore and good underchest. Good fore and 
very good hindquarter angulation. Steps narrow behind, hocks should be firmer. 
Steps wide in front. Right flick.  In movement shows very good ground cover, very 
good reach and powerful drive where he falls slightly on the forehand.  Off lead 
gaiting shows very good movement but falls slightly on the forehand. A lively dog 
with much character. 
This dog is the brother of the 2021 Victorian Siegerin (LSC). He is a dog that 
impresses in stance, however during the movement phases should have been 
more expansive and maintain his wither. 
He has no linebreeding and therefore can be used without restriction with due 
regard to strength of foreface. His pedigree offers a high degree of predictability as 
the sire & dam line is well established and defined. 
 

 
OPEN BITCH - STOCK COAT 
  
575 1 EXC 

Merit 
*KELINPARK ROZATA A Z 23/09/2018 2100506373  Sire: Djambo Vom 
Fichtenschlag Dam: Kelinpark Butterscotch Brd: La Gregor Exh: A. Leverett 
 
Linebreeding: Yasko Farbenspeil (5-5) 
Y:2 M:7 D:16  Height/Depth of Chest:  61/30.  Very large, strong, substantial well 
coloured and pigmented bitch of desired type. Strong but still feminine head. 
Praiseworthy strength of foreface. Very good expression enhanced by dark eyes. 
Very good length of neck. High withers, firm back, well moulded croup. Stands not 
quite correct in front. Very good fore and underchest. Very good fore and 
hindquarter angulation. Steps slightly narrow behind, hocks could still be firmer.  
Movement shows far reaching dynamic gait with very good reach and powerful 
drive. Off lead gaiting shows far reaching powerful gait maintaining a high wither 
and very good overall firmness. A lively bitch with much character and desire to 
run. 
 
I was indeed my pleasure to award this bitch the Excellent Merit grading and title 
2021 Victorian State SC Seigerin. 
The bitch in stance shows much of what defines a German Shepherd Dog- without 
moving it can be seen she has an inherent ability to fulfil the breed standard that 



demands a working dog first and all else second. Her performance during the 
movement phases was faultless and further cemented her as the clear winner of 
the class. 
Her pedigree offers a high degree of predictability with further consolidation of 
type and construction to be drivers when bred with. 
 

571 2 EXC *KARABACH PHILADELPHIA A Z 16/01/2018 3100370418  Sire: Uk.Ch. 
Conbhairean Freddie (Imp Uk) Dam: Sadria Tillys Pepper Brd: Mr J R Carter Exh: Mr 
C & Mrs F Mcphan 
 
Linebreeding: Nil 
Y:3 M:3 D:23  Height/Depth of Chest: 61/29. Large, strong, substantial richly 
coloured and pigmented bitch of very good type. Strong but still feminine head. 
Very good expression enhanced by dark masking. Very good length of neck, high 
withers, straight back, slightly short steep croup. Stands not quite correct in front. 
Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Steps slightly cow hocked 
behind. Movement shows very good reach and powerful drive maintaining her 
wither and overall firmness. Off lead gaiting shows very good ground cover 
maintaining her wither. A lively bitch with much character. 
This bitch impressed with her overall very good construction, firmness and 
willingness to run. She maintained her wither and groundcover during all phases of 
movement. 
She has no linebreeding and therefore can be mated without restriction. Her 
pedigree offers a high degree of predictability as the dam line is well established 
and defined. She presented progeny: SC BPB 6 
 

566 3 EXC *GLENRACO SUPERNATURAL AZ 11/06/2015 3100325281  Sire: Vanharley Castro 
Dam: Glenraco Upsadaisy Brd: Exh Exh: Gayle Johnston 
 
Linebreeding: Iwan Lechtal ( 5,5,5-4) 
Y:5 M:10 D:28  Height/Depth of Chest: 61/29. Large, medium strong, substantial 
bitch of very good type. Strong expressive feminine head. Desired dark masking. 
Very good length of neck, high withers, firm back, slightly short well moulded 
croup. Stands correct in front. Well-developed fore and under chest. Good fore 
and very good hindquarter angulation. Steps correct behind with good firmness of 
hock joint. Movement shows very good reach and powerful drive transferred into 
a firm back maintaining high withers.  Off lead gaiting shows very good ground 
cover maintaining her wither. A bitch with much character and presence. 
A bitch that I have judged previously and one that never disappoints. Her 
performance during the movement phase showed very good expansive movement 
during all phases and willingness to run. She typifies the German Shepherd Dog. 
Being line bred to Iwan v Lectal offers a high degree of predictability and basis for 
further consolidation of type. 
  

577 4 EXC *BODECKA MAYHEM AZ 14/11/2018 3100383147  Sire: Ch. Seigen Suris Alfie Dam: 
Bodecka Zensation Brd: Exh Exh: Jenny Joseph 
 
Linebreeding: Iwan Lechtal (5-5) 
Y:2 M:5 D:25  Height/Depth of Chest: 61/29. Very Large, strong, substantial well 
pigmented bitch of very good type. Good head, the underjaw should be much 
stronger. Feminine expression. Very good length of neck, normal withers, firm 
back, slightly short steep croup. Stands correct in front. Very good fore and 
underchest. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Steps correct front 
and rear, elbows should be firmer. Movement shows very good reach and 



powerful drive.  Off lead gaiting shows very good ground cover where withers 
should be held higher. A lively bitch with much character. 
A bitch that mirrors her linebreeding and who put in a credible performance during 
all phases of gaiting- ideally the wither should have been held higher. Being line 
bred to Iwan v Lechtal offers a high degree of predictability and basis for further 
consolidation of type. She presented progeny: SC MPB 2 and LSC MPB 1. 
 

567 5 EXC *ARRISTAR LYKA BAT OUTA HELL AZ 11/11/2015 3100331968  Sire: Sensen Mann 
Yokon (Imp Deu) Dam: *Harlerose Angel Cd Brd: Mrs J M Urie Exh: Mrs A & Mr J 
Barr 
 
Linebreeding: Pakros d’Ulmental (5-5) 
Y:5 M:5 D:28  Height/Depth of Chest:  59.5/27.5  Worn upper front incisors. Large, 
strong substantial well coloured and pigmented bitch of very good type. Strong but 
still feminine head. Very good length of neck, high withers, firm back, slightly steep 
croup. Stands correct in front with very good fore and underline. Good fore and 
very good hindquarter angulation. Steps correct front and rear with good firmness 
of hocks. Movement shows very good reach with powerful drive.  The reach could 
be freer.  Off lead gaiting shows very good ground cover, falling slightly on the 
forehand. She has much character. 
I must congratulate this bitch on being the 2021 Victorian SBE Dual Performance 
(Show & Obedience) winner.  
This bitch impresses with her strength and soundness. During the movement 
phases she showed very good reach and drive and maintained her wither. She also 
presented progeny SC JB 2. 
Her pedigree is well defined and she offers much to further consolidate type and 
improve construction. 
 

568 6 EXC *AMBALA SERENDIPITY AZ 29/10/2016 2100465811  Sire: Bossface Barack Dam: 
Ambala Playboy Bunny Brd: Mrs F Stokes & Mrs R & Mr P Berechree Exh: Ms K 
Glasheen 
 
Linebreeding: Nil 
Y:4 M:6 D:10  Height/Depth of Chest:  57/28.  Above medium size, just medium 
strong bitch of very good type. Feminine head and expression. Ideally the foreface 
should be stronger. Very good length of neck. High withers, firm back, slightly 
steep croup. Stands correct in front. Good fore and underchest. Good fore and 
slightly deep hindquarter angulation.  Movement shows very good ground cover 
with very good reach and powerful drive. The hocks should be firmer. Off lead 
gaiting shows very good ground cover maintaining a high wither. Her colour should 
be more pronounced. She is lively. 
A bitch that whilst dry and firm ideally should have more muscle mass. She 
performed well during the movement phases, but at times should have been more 
expansive and wither held higher. 
Her pedigree is well defined, however most important to further consolidate type 
and utilise dogs that offer a high degree of predictability and improved 
construction. 
 

576 7 EXC *JAYSHELL TOUCHEE (AI) AZ TD RN 25/10/2018 3100382557  Sire: Macho Vom 
Lamorak Ger. Fh-2 Ipo3 Dam: Ch. Jayshell Kenzie Brd: Mrs N Mcdermott Exh: Mrs R 
Snijders 
 
Linebreeding: Janos Noriswand (4-5) 
Y:2 M:6 D:14  Height/Depth of Chest: 59.5/29. Large, strong, substantial well 
pigmented bitch of very good type. Strong but still feminine head, feminine 



expression. Ideally the underjaw should be stronger.  Very good length of neck. 
High withers, firm back, slightly short steep croup. Stands correct in front. Very 
good fore and underchest. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation.  Steps 
narrow behind, hocks should be firmer. Movement shows very good ground cover 
with very good reach, the drive could still be more powerful.  Off lead gaiting 
shows very good movement with very good reach and drive. A bitch with much 
character. 
A bitch that impresses with her strength but should have been presented much 
firmer and dryer. She performed well during the movement phases but overall 
should have been more expansive with withers held higher. 
Her pedigree is well defined and offers a degree of predictability to further 
consolidate type and improve construction. She presented progeny: SC BPD 2 & SC 
BPB 5. 
 

573 8 VG1 *BLAKNGOLD MOREBANGFORYOURBUCK AZ 12/07/2018 3100378372  Sire: Ch. 
Schaeferhund Logun (Ai) Dam: Blakngold Get Rich Quick Brd: Exh Exh: Vanessa 
Stocks 
 
Linebreeding: Nil 
Y:2 M:9 D:27  Height/Depth of Chest:  57.5/27.5. Double P1 lower left and right.  
Above medium size, just medium strong, well proportioned bitch of good type. 
Good head, the strength of the foreface should be much stronger. Feminine 
expression, the eye colour should be darker. Very good length of neck, level 
withers, slight rise in topline. Slightly short steep croup. Stands not quite correct in 
front. Very good fore and good underchest. Good fore and very good hindquarter 
angulation.  Steps slightly narrow behind, hocks and elbows should be firmer. 
Movement shows good ground cover where the reach should be freer and the 
drive more powerful and the wither held higher.   Off lead gaiting shows balanced 
reach and drive. 
This bitch unfortunately did not prove herself during the movement phases. She 
should have more willingness, be more expansive and withers held higher. 
She has no line breeding and therefore only dogs that are very well constructed 
and have a high degree of predictability should be utilised in order to establish 
path to desired type and better construction. 
 

569 W/D --- * SANNJESA QUEEN OF DIAMONDS AZ 28/03/2017 3100356725  Sire: Seigen Suris 
Alfie Dam: Sannjesa November Rain Brd: Mr Steve Mase Exh: Abbey Cabel 
 
Linebreeding: Nil 
Y:4 M:1 D:11  Height/Depth of Chest: 60/28.5. Large, very well coloured pigmented 
bitch of very good type. Feminine and expressive head with desired dark mask and 
eye colour. Underjaw should be stronger. Very good length of neck, normal 
withers, slightly short but well moulded croup. Stands correct in front. Very good 
fore and good underchest. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Steps 
slightly narrow in front and rear. Hocks should be firmer.  Movement shows very 
good reach where the drive could still be more powerful and the wither held 
higher.  Off lead gaiting shows very good ground cover. 
Withdrawn due to injury. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



OPEN DOG - STOCK COAT 
 
584 1 EXC 

Merit 
*ULLE VON TRONJE (IMP GMY) 'A' ED (GMY) 24/11/2018 SZ2350886  Sire: 
*Kaspar Von Tronje Dam: *Fussel Vom Hulsbach Brd: Herr N Messler Exh: Mr M 
Dawood 
 
Linebreeding: Nil 
Arrived March 2021 
ANKC Registered Progeny:0 
Y:2 M:5 D:15  Height/Depth of Chest: 62/29. Medium size, medium strong, richly 
pigmented and coloured dog of desired type. Strong masculine head, very good 
expression, very good strength of foreface. Very good length of neck, high withers, 
firm back, slightly short croup. Stands correct in front. Very well developed 
forechest and good underchest. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation.  Steps 
slightly narrow front and rear, elbows should be firmer.  Movement shows far 
reaching and powerful drive maintaining a high wither.  Off lead gaiting shows far 
reaching powerful gait maintaining a high wither and very good overall firmness. A 
dog with much character and with willingness to run. 
This dog was most impressive in stance and it was hard to believe he only recently 
arrived in the country. He is a true medium size dog with very good strength, 
substance and definitely masculine. He reminds us that a male German Shepherd 
Dog need not be top size to be masculine. 
He performed faultlessly during the movement phases and showed sustained far 
reaching movement, high wither and very good overall firmness with the desired 
willingness to work tirelessly. 
He has no linebreeding and is quite sound. His pedigree offers a high degree of 
predictability as both his sire and dam are very well constructed. I look forward to 
viewing his progeny in the future. 
It is indeed a pleasure to award him Excellent Merit and the title of 2021 Victorian 
SC Sieger. 
  

581 2 EXC 
Merit 

*DJANGO VOM TEAM PANONIANSEE 'A'  'ED' 25/07/2017 JR755492  Sire: Kasper 
Von Tronje Dam: Elipsa Von Panoniansee Brd: Jovana Jovovic Exh: L.Martens 
 
Linebreeding: Zamp Thermodos (5-5) 
Arrived September 2020 
ANKC Registered Progeny:57 
GSDCA HD & ED: Progeny too young 
Y:3 M:9 D:14  Height/Depth of Chest: 64/29.  Large, just medium strong, 
substantial, very well coloured and pigmented dog of desired type. Masculine head 
with very good expression enhanced by dark masking and eye colour. Very good 
length of neck, high withers, firm back. Slight short but well laid croup. Stands 
correct in front. Very good fore and underchest. Very good fore and very good 
hindquarter angulation, the long upper arm could still be better angled.  Steps 
correct front and rear with very good firmness of hocks and elbows. Movement 
shows far reaching powerful gait maintaining a high wither and very good overall 
firmness.  Off lead gaiting shows very good ground cover maintaining high wither 
and overall firmness. He is lively and has much character. 
This dog is most impressive in stance and overall very correctly constructed. He is a 
dog of much value and no doubt will imprint the breed in this country.  
He displayed very good movement during the movement phases where the reach 
should have been freer. 
He has a very good pedigree that sees both sire and dam lines offering a high 
degree of predictability and is himself very sound. He presented progeny: LSC BPB 
1 & SC BPB 3 which are very father typical. 



It is indeed with pleasure that I awarded him the Excellent Merit grading. 
 

580 3 EXC 
Merit 

*CH. FREINHAUF HASTA LAVISTA BABY AZ 20/08/2016 6100101578  Sire: Gerry 
Vom Schacher (Imp Deu) Dam: Pedra Degli Achei (Imp Ita) Brd: Mr Kr Mrs Rt & Mr 
Ca Knuckey Exh: Miss Ve Mcginty 
 
Linebreeding: Pakrosd’Ulmental( 4-4), Karma Ochsentor (5,4-5), Esko Danischen 
Hof (5-5,5) 
ANKC Registered Progeny:7 
GSDCA HD: 1 
GSDCA ED: 1 
Y:4 M:8 D:19  Height/Depth of Chest:  64/31.  Large, strong, substantial very well 
coloured and pigmented dog of desired type. Strong masculine head with very 
good strength of foreface and very good expression enhanced by his dark masking, 
eye colour and ear set. Very good length of neck, high withers, firm back, well 
moulded croup. Stands correct in front. Well developed fore and good underchest. 
Very good fore and hindquarter angulation. Steps slightly narrow behind. Elbows 
should be firmer.  Movement shows far reaching powerful gait maintaining his 
wither. Off lead gaiting shows very good ground cover with very good reach and 
very good overall firmness. A lively dog with much character. 
This dog was excellent 1 at the 2019 Victorian SBE (J.Yuen) and under me was SC 
MPD 1 at the 2017 Victorian SBE. 
This is a dog that has always impressed me. He is very well constructed and typifies 
the GSD Standard. Again I am surprised that despite being promoted and fact he is 
one of 3 from same litter that are of high quality that he has not been utilised 
more! 
He performed very well during the movement phases, however tired and therefore 
lost his leading call out position. Despite this and because of the potential the dog 
holds, he was always going to be elevated to the ExM group. 
He is very well bred and offers a high degree of predictability and possible 
moderation. 
It is indeed with pleasure that I award him the Excellent Merit grading. 
 

579 4 EXC *CH. JAYSHELL NEBRASKA AZ 04/12/2015 3100332848  Sire: Ch Fremont Hells 
Bells Dam: Ch Jayshell Winona Brd: Mrs N Mcdermott Exh: Mrs N Mcdermott & 
Mrs S Bick 
 
Linebreeding: Iwan V lechtal 
ANKC Registered Progeny:60 
GSDCA HD: 10 
GSDCA ED: 10  
GSDCA Breed Survey: 4 
Y:5 M:5 D:4  Height/Depth of Chest: 63.5/30.  Large, medium strong substantial 
very well pigmented dog of very good type. Strong masculine head. Very good 
expression enhanced by a dark mask and eye colour. Very good strength of 
foreface. Very good length of neck. High withers, firm back, slightly short steep 
croup. Stands correct in front. Well developed fore and underchest.  Good fore 
and very good hindquarter angulation. Steps correct front and rear. Good firmness 
of hocks and elbows. Movement shows very good ground cover with very good 
reach where the drive should still be more effective. Off lead gaiting shows very 
good ground cover where the wither could be held higher. A dog with much 
character. 
This dog was judged by me on a number of occasion and notably Excellent 1 at the 
2018 Victorian SBE. At that time I made mention that the dog was not exaggerated 
and offered breeders an opportunity to moderate construction and in particular 



improve soundness. Further like then I can only reiterate that he is very well bred 
and the pedigree offers a high degree of predictability. 
Unfortunately his performance during the movement phases was not convincing 
and time one may say has caught up with him. He did maintain his position as he 
had well performed progeny: SC JB 1 & SC IB 2.  
 
  

582 5 EXC *CH. ZANDRAC JAGUAR AZ 29/04/2018 3100376260  Sire: Conbhairean Karlos 
(Imp Uk) Dam: Zandrac Its A Love Thing Brd: Mrs R Jones Exh: Shebelle Kennels 
 
Linebreeding: Vegas du Haut Mansard (4-3) 
ANKC Registered Progeny:0 
Y:3 M:0 D:10  Height/Depth of Chest: 64/30. Large, medium strong substantial well 
pigmented dog of very good type. Strong masculine head, strong foreface. Very 
good expression and desired dark eyes. Very good length of neck, high withers, 
firm back, slightly short steep croup. Stands correct in front. Well developed fore 
and underchest. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. The upper arm 
should still be better angled. Steps correct front and rear with good firmness of 
hocks and elbows.  Movement shows far reaching gait, where the drive could still 
be more powerful.  Off lead gaiting shows very good ground cover with very good 
reach, falls slightly on the forehand. A calm dog with much character. 
This dog whilst moderate in construction has many attributes that see him fulfil 
the breed standard. He performed very well during all phases of movement and 
exhibited a willingness and ability to maintain very good ground cover with a high 
wither. 
He is very well bred and offers moderation and consolidation of type.  Further line 
breeding to Vegas is not recommended and his HD score should be noted. 
 

583 6 EXC *BRONACRE ULURU JACKAROO AZ 18/10/2018 3100382276  Sire: *Gerry Vom 
Schacher (Ger) Dam: *Bronacre Uluru Matilda Et Brd: Bronacre Kennels Exh: Mrs. 
Fran Farley 
 
Linebreeding: Pakros d’Ulmental (4-5) 
ANKC Registered Progeny:0 
Y:2 M:6 D:21  Height/Depth of Chest: 65/32.5.  Large, strong, substantial well 
coloured and pigmented type of very good type. Strong masculine head, his loose 
lips detract the expression. Desired dark masking. Very good length of neck. 
Normal withers, firm back, slightly short but well moulded croup. Stands not quite 
correct in front. Well developed fore and underchest. Good fore and very good 
hindquarter angulation. Steps correct front and rear, elbows should be firmer. 
Movement shows very good ground cover, very good reach where the drive could 
still be more powerful.  Off lead gaiting shows very good ground cover maintaining 
his wither. Much character 
This dog showed much willingness to run however the gaiting performance was at 
times erratic with much energy spent pulling too hard. He impresses with his 
strength, and his willingness to work which needs to be harnessed, however, 
overall should be more firm. 
His pedigree offers predictability with improvement in strength. 
 

585 7 VG1 *INIFF ICEBREAKER A Z 22/12/2018 3100385185  Sire: Baggio Von Juvenisty Dam: 
Iniff Shes The One Brd: Iniff Kennels Exh: Mr R & Mrs A Mackay 
 
Linebreeding: Esko Dainischen Hof (5-5) 
Y:2 M:4 D:17  Height/Depth of Chest:  66/31. Double P1 Upper Left.  Very large, 
strong, substantial well coloured pigmented dog of very good type. Strong 



masculine head, desired dark masking. Good expression, good length of neck, 
normal withers, slight rise in topline. Slightly short well moulded croup. Stands not 
correct in front. Well developed fore and underchest. Good fore and slightly deep 
hindquarter angulation. Steps slightly cow hocked behind, close in front.  Hocks 
and elbows should be firmer. Movement shows good ground cover where the 
reach and drive should be more effective.  He falls slightly on the forehand. Off 
lead gaiting shows balanced movement falls on the forehand. 
This dog unfortunately did not prove himself during the movement phases. He was 
restricted both in reach and drive and fell on the forehand. He needs to be much 
fitter and show a willingness to run. 
He does not reflect his linebreeding. 
 

 

Dual Performance 
*ARRISTAR LYKA BAT OUTA HELL AZ 11/11/2015 3100331968  Sire: Sensen Mann Yokon (Imp Deu) Dam: 
*Harlerose Angel Cd Brd: Mrs J M Urie Exh: Mrs A & Mr J Barr. Y:5 M:5 D:28   
Conformation: SC Open Bitch 5th of 9 
Obedience: Community Companion Dog 90/100, 3rd place 
 

Junior Handlers 
Not Held 
 

Sires Progeny Groups 
*UK. CH. CONBHAIREAN FREDDIE A ED (IMP UK) 

SANNJESA REMEMBER ME  AZ 

*STOBAR HEIDEE AZ 

SHEBELLE BLUEBELL 

SHEBELLE TINKERBELL 

DENARGUN FORTY WINKS 

TAURORN CHARDONAY AND GUCCI 

*JAYSHELL UTOPIA AZ 

*WILLMAURS ELLY MAE AZ 

BRONACRE ROCKY ROAD A Z 

*STOBAR ELOUISE ‘A’Z’ 

*KARABACH QUITE A SKYWALKER AZ 

*JAYSHELL RICKODO AZ 

*KARABACH PHILADELPHIA A Z 
*CHILI DELLA VALCUVIA A ED (IMP UK) 

BODECKA OOH LA LA (AI) 

JAYSHELL WATUSI 

CRIFE CHILI PEPPER 

FREINHAUF NIGELLA 

BODECKA OUT OF CONTROL 

SCHAEFERHUND MILLIE 

JAYSHELL WIFI 

*XANDER VOM GRABFELDGAU (IMP DEU) – Group not presented on the day 

VANHARLEY YVE ST LAURENT GIRL (AI) 

GEWALT MAUREEN THE MINK 

BINDZIVA DIAMONDS AND PEARLS (AI) 

KAMUNYAK LYRIC 

BINDZIVA ALL I WANT IS U (AI) 



 

Veteran’s Parade 
*Ch. Jayshell Glasgow AZ 
*Grand Ch. Schaeferhund Balleena AZ CD, RN, ET 


